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Achieving a likeness in portrait requires close coordination of the hand and eye; Douglas Graves, a
professional portraitist, has developed this basic premise into a functional technique. He describes portraiture
as an evolving process: observing the basic surface shapes, discovering how these features deviate from the
symmetrical ideal, envisioning the underlying human anatomy, interpreting the sitter’s personality, then
conveying all this with a direct medium in a tonal drawing.

Mr. Graves begins with a list and discussion of the necessary materials—compressed and vine charcoal,
chalk, Conte, graphite pencils, papers, erasers, and fixative. He next focuses on the single most important
element of the portrait—the sitter’s head. He examines the overall bone structure of the head, it’s proportions
and planes, and the structure of the individual features—the eye, nose, neck, ear, and mouth. Of course,
portraiture often includes the hands, and so Mr. Graves devotes another chapter to the bone structure,
muscle, and proportions of the hands. In subsequent chapters, he considers common portraiture problems:
lighting the sitter, reflections and shadows, composing the portrait with one or more figures, the most
effective views of the head, and positioning the head and the hands in relation to each other and to the body.

After these preliminary instructions, Mr. Graves proceeds to analyze and illustrate how to actually draw the
individual elements of the portrait. Eight projects offer step-by-step demonstrations of front, side, and three-
quarter views of the eye, nose, mouth, ear, and hand. Also included are demonstrations of drawing a plaster
cast of the head, the torso and arm with drapery, and various hair textures and colors.

In the succeeding ten projects, Mr. Graves develops complete portraits, demonstrating his technique step by
step. He covers a wide range of subjects and media: a woman, child, and man in charcoal; a woman,
teenager, and older man in pencil; a woman and man in chalk; a mother and child, and a full family group in
Conte. Mr. Graves also supplements his technical instructions with some advice about drawing from
photographs, using unusual or offbeat poses, and the question of flattery.

Drawing Portraits is simply yet engagingly written, with over 260 black and white illustrations. Artists,
beginning and advanced students, and teachers will find Mr. Graves’ technique of portraiture clearly and
logically presented and a solid basis for developing a personal style.
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From reader reviews:

Ray Davis:

Have you spare time to get a day? What do you do when you have much more or little spare time? Yes, you
can choose the suitable activity with regard to spend your time. Any person spent their spare time to take a
stroll, shopping, or went to often the Mall. How about open or read a book eligible Drawing Portraits?
Maybe it is to be best activity for you. You realize beside you can spend your time with your favorite's book,
you can more intelligent than before. Do you agree with their opinion or you have additional opinion?

Gary Ritchie:

This Drawing Portraits usually are reliable for you who want to certainly be a successful person, why. The
reason of this Drawing Portraits can be one of several great books you must have is definitely giving you
more than just simple reading food but feed an individual with information that perhaps will shock your prior
knowledge. This book is actually handy, you can bring it everywhere and whenever your conditions at e-
book and printed people. Beside that this Drawing Portraits giving you an enormous of experience such as
rich vocabulary, giving you trial of critical thinking that we realize it useful in your day activity. So , let's
have it and revel in reading.

George Pinard:

Hey guys, do you desires to finds a new book you just read? May be the book with the headline Drawing
Portraits suitable to you? Typically the book was written by well-known writer in this era. The book untitled
Drawing Portraitsis one of several books which everyone read now. This specific book was inspired a lot of
people in the world. When you read this e-book you will enter the new dimensions that you ever know prior
to. The author explained their strategy in the simple way, thus all of people can easily to understand the core
of this e-book. This book will give you a wide range of information about this world now. To help you to see
the represented of the world in this particular book.

Nancy Sherman:

The book untitled Drawing Portraits contain a lot of information on that. The writer explains the girl idea
with easy way. The language is very straightforward all the people, so do not worry, you can easy to read it.
The book was written by famous author. The author will take you in the new period of literary works. You
can easily read this book because you can keep reading your smart phone, or device, so you can read the
book in anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase the e-book, you can start their official
web-site and order it. Have a nice study.
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